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Abstract. In this paper, by the weighted ergodic function based on the measure theory, we study
the pseudo asymptotic behavior of mild solution for semilinear fractional integro-differential
equations. The existence, unique of�-pseudo anti-periodic (�-pseudo periodic,�-pseudo almost
periodic, �-pseudo almost automorphic) solution are investigated. Moreover, an application to
fractional partial differential equations is given.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of asymptotic behavior of solutions is one of the most interesting and
important topics in the qualitative theory of differential equations. Particularly, pseudo
asymptotic behavior of solutions, such as pseudo anti-periodicity; pseudo periodicity;
pseudo almost periodicity; pseudo almost automorphy have received much attention
in recent years. Many authors have made important contributions to this theory. With
the help of weighted measure [10], the notion of weighted class of functions, such as
weighted pseudo anti-periodic [2]; weighted pseudo periodic [2]; weighted pseudo
almost periodic [10]; weighted pseudo almost automorphic [6] are introduced and
applications to differential equations are investigated.

Recently, Blot, Cieutat and Ezzinbi [4, 5] use the results of the measure theory
to establish �-ergodic and introduce the new concepts of �-pseudo almost peri-
odic function, �-pseudo almost automorphic function, which are more general than
weighted pseudo almost automorphic function, weighted pseudo almost automorphic
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function, respectively. They developed some results like completeness and composi-
tion theorems to investigate evolution equations, partial functional differential equa-
tions in Banach space.

In this paper, by the method of measure theory [4, 5], we introduce the notions of
�-pseudo anti-periodic function, �-pseudo periodic function, explore fundamental
properties and establish composition theorem. Then we conduct further studies on P -
class of functions (i.e., �-pseudo anti-periodic, �-pseudo periodic, �-pseudo almost
periodic, �-pseudo almost automorphic) and its applications in semilinear fractional
integro-differential equations in Banach space.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some fundamental
results about the notion of P -class of functions including composition theorem. Sec-
tions 3 is devoted to the existence and uniqueness of P mild solutions to semilinear
fractional integro-differential equations. In Section 4, an application to fractional
partial differential equations is given.

2. PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC RESULTS

Let .X;k � k/, .Y;k � k/ be two Banach spaces and N, Z, R, and C stand for the
set of natural numbers, integers, real numbers, and complex numbers, respectively.
C.R;X/ denotes the set of continuous functions from R to X . BC.R;X/ denotes
the Banach space of bounded continuous functions from R to X with the supremum
norm.

2.1. Sectorial operators and Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative

Definition 1 ([14]). A closed and densely defined linear operator A is said to be
sectorial of typee! if there exist 0< � <�=2;M >0; ande! 2R such that its resolvent
exists outside the sectore!CS� WD fe!C� W � 2C; jarg.��/j< �g ;.�I �A/�1� M

j��e!j ; � …e!CS� :
The sectorial operators are well studied in the literature, we refer to [14] for more
details.

Definition 2 ([3]). Let 1 < ˛ < 2 be given. Let A be a closed and linear op-
erator with domain D.A/ defined on a Banach space X . We call A is the gen-
erator of a solution operator if there exist e! 2 R and a strong continuous func-
tion S˛ W RC! L.X/ such that f�˛ W Re� > e!g � �.A/ and �˛�1.�˛ �A/�1x DR1
0 e��tS˛.t/xdt; Re� >e!; x 2 X: In this case, S˛.t/ is called the solution oper-

ator generated by A.
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Note that if A is sectorial of type e! with 0 < � < �.1�˛=2/, then A is the gener-
ator of a solution operator given by

S˛.t/ WD
1

2�i

Z


e�t�˛�1.�˛�A/�1d�;

where  is a suitable path lying outside the sectore!CS� ([8]). Recently, Cuesta .[8]/
has proved that ifA is a sectorial operator of typee! < 0 for some 0 < � <�.1�˛=2/
.1 < ˛ < 2/;M > 0, there exists C > 0 such that

kS˛.t/k �
CM

1Cje!jt˛ ; t � 0: (2.1)

Note that Z 1
0

1

1Cje!jt˛ dt D je!j�1=˛�˛ sin.�=˛/
for 1 < ˛ < 2, therefore S˛.t/ is integrable on .0;1/.

Definition 3 ([16]). The fractional order integral of order ˛ > 0 with the low limit
t0 > 0 for a function f is defined as

I˛f .t/D
1

� .˛/

Z t

t0

.t � s/˛�1f .s/ds; t > t0; ˛ > 0;

provided the right-hand side is pointwise defined on Œt0;1/, where � is the Gamma
function.

Definition 4 ([16]). Riemann-Liouville derivative of order ˛ > 0 with the low
limit t0 > 0 for a function f W Œt0;1/! R can be written as

D˛t f .t/D
1

� .n�˛/

dn

dtn

Z t

t0

.t � s/n�˛�1f .s/ds; t > t0; n�1 < ˛ < n:

2.2. �-ergodic and functions by measure theory

B denotes the Lebesgue � -field of R, M stands for the set of all positive measure�
on B satisfying �.R/D1 and �.Œa;b�/ <1 for all a;b 2 R .a � b/. We formulate
the following hypothesis:
.H0/ For all � 2 R, there exist ˇ > 0 and a bounded interval I such that �.faC

�;a 2 Ag/� ˇ�.A/ if A 2B satisfies A\I D¿:

Definition 5. Let � 2M. A function f 2 BC.R;X/ is said to be �-ergodic if

lim
T!C1

1

�.Œ�T;T �/

Z
Œ�T;T �

kf .t/kd�.t/D 0:

Denote by E.R;X;�/ the set of such functions.

Lemma 1. Let � 2M and satisfies .H0/, then E.R;X;�/ is translation invariant.
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Definition 6. A function f 2 C.R;X/ is said to be anti-periodic if there exists a
! 2 Rnf0g with the property that f .tC!/D �f .t/ for all t 2 R. The collection of
those functions is denoted by P!ap.R;X/.

Definition 7. A function f 2 C.R;X/ is said to be periodic if there exists a ! 2
Rnf0g with the property that f .t C!/D f .t/ for all t 2 R. The collection of those
!-periodic functions is denoted by P!.R;X/.

Definition 8 ([11]). A function f 2 C.R;X/ is said to be almost periodic if for
each " > 0; there exists an l."/ > 0, such that every interval I of length l."/ contains
a number � with the property that kf .t C �/� f .t/k < " for all t 2 R. Denote by
AP.R;X/ the set of such functions.

Definition 9 ([7]). A function f 2 C.R;X/ is said to be almost automorphic if for
every sequence of real numbers .s

0

n/n2N, there exists a subsequence .sn/n2N such
that g.t/ WD lim

n!1
f .tCsn/ is well defined for each t 2R, and lim

n!1
g.t�sn/D f .t/

for each t 2 R. Denote by AA.R;X/ the set of such functions.

Next, we recall the functions by the measure theory.

Definition 10. Let � 2M: A function f 2 C.R;X/ is said to be �-pseudo anti-
periodic if it can be decomposed as f D gC ', where g 2 P!ap.R;X/ and ' 2
E.R;X;�/. Denote by PP!ap.R;X;�/ the collection of such functions.

Definition 11. Let � 2M: A function f 2 C.R;X/ is said to be a �-pseudo peri-
odic if it can be decomposed as f D gC', where g 2P!.R;X/ and ' 2 E.R;X;�/.
Denote by PP!.R;X;�/ the collection of such functions.

Definition 12 ([5]). Let � 2M: A function f 2 C.R;X/ is said to be �-pseudo
almost periodic if it can be decomposed as f D gC ', where g 2 AP.R;X/ and
' 2 E.R;X;�/. Denote by PAP.R;X;�/ the collection of such functions.

Definition 13 ([4]). Let � 2M: A function f 2 C.R;X/ is said to be �-pseudo
almost automorphic if it can be decomposed as f D gC', where g 2AA.R;X/ and
' 2 E.R;X;�/. Denote by PAA.R;X;�/ the collection of such functions.

Remark 1. .i/ If the measure � is the Lebesgue measure, then the spaces
PP!ap.R;X;�/, PP!.R;X;�/, PAP.R;X;�/, PAA.R;X;�/ are the func-
tions: pseudo anti-periodic (PP!ap.R;X/ [17]), pseudo periodic (PP!.R;X/
[13]), pseudo almost periodic (PAP.R;X/ [18]), pseudo almost automorphic
(PAA.R;X/ [15]), respectively. One can see [1, 4, 5] for more details.

.i i/ Let �.t/ > 0 a.e. on R for the Lebesgue measure. � denotes the positive
measure defined by

�.A/D

Z
A

�.t/dt for A 2B;
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where dt denotes the Lebesgue measure on R; then PP!ap.R;X;�/,
PP!.R;X;�/, PAP.R;X;�/, PAA.R;X;�/ are the weighted class of func-
tions: weighted pseudo anti-periodic (WPP!ap.R;X/ [2]), weighted pseudo
periodic (WPP!.R;X/ [2]), weighted pseudo almost periodic (WPAP.R;X/
[10]), weighted pseudo almost automorphic (WPAA.R;X/ [6]), respect-
ively.

Let

A.R;X/D fP!ap.R;X/;P!.R;X/;AP.R;X/;AA.R;X/g

P .R;X;�/D fPP!ap.R;X;�/;PP!.R;X;�/;PAP.R;X;�/;PAA.R;X;�/g

It is not difficult to see that f 2 P .R;X;�/ if and only if it can be decomposed as
f D gC', where g 2A.R;X/ and ' 2 E.R;X;�/.

Definition 14. Let �1;�2 2M, �1 is said to be equivalent to �2 (�1 � �2) if
there exist constants ˛;ˇ > 0 and a bounded interval I (eventually I D¿) such that
˛�1.A/� �2.A/� ˇ�1.A/ for A 2B satisfies A\I D¿:

Similarly as the proof of [4, 5], we have the following results for the class of
functions P .R;X;�/.

Lemma 2. Let � 2M, then the following properties hold:
.i/ f ˙g 2P .R;X;�/ if f;g 2P .R;X;�/.
.i i/ �f 2P .R;X;�/ if � 2 R, f 2P .R;X;�/.
.i i i/ P .R;X;�/ is a Banach space with the supremum norm k � k.
.iv/

PP!ap.R;X;�/� PP!.R;X;�/� PAP.R;X;�/� PAA.R;X;�/� BC.R;X/

.

Lemma 3. Let �1;�1 2M. If �1 � �2, then

E.R;X;�1/D E.R;X;�2/; P .R;X;�1/DP .R;X;�2/:

Theorem 1. Let � 2M, f 2P .R�X �X;X;�/, and satisfies
.i/ f is uniformly continuous on each compact set K1�K2 in X �X with re-

spect to the second, third variable u;v.
.i i/ For all bounded subset E1;E2 of X , f is bounded on R�E1�E2.

then f .�;h1.�/;h2.�// 2P .R;X;�/ if h1.�/;h2.�/ 2P .R;X;�/.

Corollary 1. Let � 2M, f 2 P .R�X �X;X;�/, and there exists a constant
Lf > 0 such that

kf .t;u1;u2/�f .t;v1;v2/k � Lf .ku1�v1kCku2�v2k/;

t 2 R; u1;u2;v1;v2 2X;

then f .�;h1.�/;h2.�// 2P .R;X;�/ if h1.�/;h2.�/ 2P .R;X;�/.
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Lemma 4. Let fS.t/gt�0 � L.X/ be a strongly continuous family of bounded
and linear operators such that kS.t/k � �.t/; t 2 RC; where � 2 L1.RC/. If f 2
P .R;X;�/, � 2M and satisfies .H0/, then

.�f /.t/ WD

Z t

�1

S.t � s/f .s/ds 2P .R;X;�/:

Proof. Let f .t/D f1.t/Cf2.t/, where f1 2A.R;X/;f2 2 E.R;X;�/, then

.�f /.t/D

Z t

�1

S.t � s/f1.s/dsC

Z t

�1

S.t � s/f2.s/ds WD .�1f /.t/C .�2f /.t/;

where

.�1f /.t/D

Z t

�1

S.t � s/f1.s/ds; .�2f /.t/D

Z t

�1

S.t � s/f2.s/ds; t 2 R:

By f1 2 A.R;X/, it is not difficult to see that �1f 2 A.R;X/. Next, we show
that �2f 2 E.R;X;�/, that is,

lim
T!C1

1

�.Œ�T;T �/

Z
Œ�T;T �

k.�2f /.t/kd�.t/D 0:

In fact, for T > 0, by using Fubini’s theorem, one has

1

�.Œ�T;T �/

Z
Œ�T;T �

k.�2f /.t/kd�.t/

D
1

�.Œ�T;T �/

Z
Œ�T;T �

Z t

�1

S.t � s/f2.s/ds

d�.t/
�

1

�.Œ�T;T �/

Z
Œ�T;T �

Z t

�1

k�.t � s/f2.s/kdsd�.t/

D
1

�.Œ�T;T �/

Z
Œ�T;T �

Z 1
0

k�.s/f2.t � s/kdsd�.t/

�

Z 1
0

�.s/˚T .s/ds;

where

˚T .s/D
1

�.Œ�T;T �/

Z
Œ�T;T �

kf2.t � s/kd�.t/:

Since � 2M and satisfies .H0/, by Lemma 1, it follows that f2.� � s/ 2 E.R;X;�/
for each s 2 R, hence lim

T!1
˚T .s/ D 0 for all s 2 R. Since k˚T k <1 and � 2

L1.RC/, then�2f 2 E.R;X;�/ by using the Lebesgue dominated convergence the-
orem, so �f 2P .R;X;�/. �
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3. FRACTIONAL INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

This section is devoted to the existence, uniqueness of P .R;X;�/ solution to the
following fractional integro-differential equations

D˛t u.t/D Au.t/CD
˛�1
t f .t;u.t/;Ku.t//; t 2 R; 1 < ˛ < 2;

Ku.t/D

tZ
�1

k.t � s/g.s;u.s//ds:
(3.1)

where A WD.A/�X!X is a linear densely operator of sectorial type on a complex
Banach space .X;k � k/, f;g;k are continuous functions. The fractional derivative
D˛t is to be understood in Riemann-Liouville sense.

Definition 15 ([9, 12]). Assume that A generates an integral solution operator
S˛.t/. A continuous function u W R!X satisfying the integral equation

u.t/D

Z t

�1

S˛.t � s/f .s;u.s/;Ku.s//ds; t 2 R;

is called a mild solution on R to (3.1).

To study (3.1), we introduce the following assumptions:

.H1/ A is a sectorial operator of type e! < 0 with 0 < � < �.1�˛=2/.

.H2/ k.t/ 2 L
1.RC/.

.H3/ g 2P .R�X;X;�/, and there exists a constant Lg > 0 such that

kg.t;u/�g.t;v/k � Lgku�vk; t 2 R; u;v 2X:

.H4/ f 2P .R�X �X;X;�/, and there exists a constant Lf > 0 such that

kf .t;u1;u2/�f .t;v1;v2/k � Lf .ku1�v1kCku2�v2k/;

t 2 R; u1;u2;v1;v2 2X:

.H5/ � 2M and satisfies .H0/.

Lemma 5. If u 2 P .R;X;�/, and assume that .H1/, .H2/, .H3/ and .H5/ hold,
then Ku 2P .R;X;�/.

Proof. Since g 2P .R�X;X;�/, by .H3/ and Theorem 1, it is clear that g.�;u.�//2
P .R;X;�/. Similarly as the proof of Lemma 4, Ku 2P .R;X;�/. �

Theorem 2. Assume that .H1/-.H5/ hold, if

CMLf
�
1CLgkkkL1

�
je!j�1=˛� < ˛ sin.�=˛/;

then (3.1) has a unique mild solution u.t/ 2P .R;X;�/.
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Proof. Define the operator F WP .R;X;�/!P .R;X;�/ by

.F u/.t/D

Z t

�1

S˛.t � s/f .s;u.s/;Ku.s//ds; t 2 R: (3.2)

First, we show that F is well defined. In fact, if u 2 P .R;X;�/, by Lemma 5,
Ku 2 P .R;X;�/, then f .�;u.�/;Ku.�// 2 P .R;X;�/ by Corollary 1. On the other
hand, by (2.1), we have

kS˛.t/k �
CM

1Cje!jt˛ ; t � 0:

Since 1 < ˛ < 2 and CM=.1Cje!jt˛/ 2 L1.RC/, F maps P .R;X;�/ into itself by
Lemma 4.

For any u;v 2P .R;X;�/,

k.F u/.t/� .F v/.t/k

�

Z t

�1

kS˛.t � s/kkf .s;u.s/;Ku.s//�f .s;v.s/;Kv.s//kds

� Lf

Z t

�1

kS˛.t � s/k.ku.s/�v.s/kCkKu.s/�Kv.s/k/ds

� Lf
�
1CLgkkkL1

�Z t

�1

kS˛.t � s/kku.s/�v.s/kds

� Lf
�
1CLgkkkL1

�
ku�vk

Z 1
0

CM

1Cje!js˛ ds
�
CMLf

�
1CLgkkkL1

�
je!j�1=˛�

˛ sin.�=˛/
ku�vk:

By the Banach contraction mapping principle, F has a unique fixed point in
P .R;X;�/, which is the unique P .R;X;�/ mild solution to (3.1). �

Next, we formulate the following hypotheses:
.H6/ f 2P .R�X �X;X;�/ and satisfies

kf .t;u1;u2/�f .t;v1;v2/k � Lf .t/.ku1�v1kCku2�v2k/;

t 2 R; u1;u2;v1;v2 2X:

where Lf 2 L1.R;RC/.
.H7/ For all bounded sets E1;E2 of X , f is bounded on R�E1�E2.

Theorem 3. Assume that .H1/-.H3/, .H5/-.H7/ hold, then (3.1) has a unique
mild solution u.t/ 2P .R;X;�/.

Proof. Define the operator F as in (3.2). Similarly as the proof Theorem 2, F is
well defined. Lemma 4, Lemma 5 and Theorem 1 imply that F maps P .R;X;�/
into itself.
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Let u;v 2P .R;X;�// and define C˛ D sup
t2RC

kS˛.t/k, one has

k.F u/.t/� .F v/.t/k

�

Z t

�1

kS˛.t � s/kkf .s;u.s/;Ku.s//�f .s;v.s/;Kv.s//kds

�

Z t

�1

Lf .s/kS˛.t � s/k.ku.s/�v.s/kCkKu.s/�Kv.s/k/ds

�
�
1CLgkkkL1

�Z t

�1

Lf .s/kS˛.t � s/kku.s/�v.s/kds

� C˛
�
1CLgkkkL1

�
ku�vk

Z t

�1

Lf .s/ds:

Similarly,F 2u�F 2v


� C˛
�
1CLgkkkL1

�Z t

�1

Lf .s/k.F u/.s/� .F v/.s/kds

� .C˛
�
1CLgkkkL1

�
/2 ku�vk

Z t

�1

Lf .s/

Z s

�1

Lf .�/d�ds

D .C˛
�
1CLgkkkL1

�
/2 ku�vk

Z t

�1

�Z s

�1

Lf .�/d�

�
d

�Z s

�1

Lf .�/d�

�
�
.C˛

�
1CLgkkkL1

�
/2

2Š
ku�vk

�Z t

�1

Lf .s/ds

�2
:

By the method of mathematical induction, one has

kF nu�F nvk �
.C˛

�
1CLgkkkL1

�
/n

nŠ
ku�vk

�Z t

�1

Lf .s/ds

�n
:

Moreover, since Lf 2 L1.R;RC/,

kF nu�F nvk �

�
C˛
�
1CLgkkkL1

�Lf L1

�n
nŠ

ku�vk :

For sufficiently large n, we have
�
C˛
�
1CLgkkkL1

�
kLkL1

�n
=nŠ< 1; by the Banach

contraction mapping principle, F has a unique fixed point in P .R;X;�/, which is
the unique P .R;X;�/ mild solution to (3.1). The proof is complete. �
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4. EXAMPLE

Consider the fractional partial differential equation

D˛t w.t;x/D
@2w.t;x/

@x2
�aw.t;x/CD˛�1t f .t;x;w.t;x/;Kw.t;x//;

t 2 R;x 2 .0;1/;

Kw.t;x/D
R t
�1

k.t � s/g.s;x;w.s;x//ds;

w.t;0/D w.t;1/D 0;

(4.1)

where 1 < ˛ < 2, a > 0 and k.�/ is a real valued continuous nonincreasing function
such that jk.t/j � Cke�bt for t � 0 and Ck;b are positive constants.

Let X D L2Œ0;1� and define the operator A by

D.A/ WD fw 2 L2Œ0;1� W w00 2 L2Œ0;1�; w.0/D w.1/D 0g;

Aw D w00�aw; for all w 2D.A/:

It is well know that A is the infinitisimal generator of an analytic semigroup on
L2Œ0;1� ([14]), thus A is of sectorial type e! D�a < 0 .

Let u.t/Dw.t;x/; t 2R;x 2 Œ0;1�, then (4.1) can be rewritten as the abstract form
(3.1). By Theorem 2,

Theorem 4. Under assumptions .H3/, .H4/ and .H5/, then (4.1) has a unique
P .R;X;�/ mild solution if CLf

�
1CLgkkkL1

�
jaj�1=˛� < ˛ sin.�=˛/:
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